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Abstract-Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia and has
become a vital information resource for users as well as
for many knowledge bases derived from it. This
information requires manual editing for update. Wikipedia
provides an infobox on the right hand side of many
articles. An infobox of a Wikipedia article generally
contains key facts in thearticle and is organized as
attribute-value pairs. All the Wikipedia’s content is
manually updated or maintained by contributors. This
leads to the fact that its information is not updated
regularly and completely. In this paper, we present a novel
system that focuses onprediction of data items that are
most likely to be updated, based on the category of page,
record key, last time updated, etc. for alerting Wikipedia
editors, about the data items that might need update soon,
using Time series modeling. Concept of Bipartite graph is
used to perform user based collaborative filtering to find
similar editors who might be interested in editing the
infobox. The update alert is sent to editors found using
Bipartite graph along with the past editors of a particular
infobox. The technique to deal with vandalic and
erroneous edits is also discussed and its analysis is given.
We have also presented various tasks that can be carried
out on infoboxes.
Keywords: Big Data, Map-Reduce, Wikipedia Infobox,
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is a lot of information available over the web. There
are many websites that provide information in structured
or unstructured format. One such website is Wikipedia.
It is a free central hub of knowledge which provides
information about almost every domain. It provides
information in the form of text, along with images. Many
pages also consist of table indicating key attribute values
and a summarization of the text. This table is referred as
infobox. That is, an infobox is a small tabulated box
present on the right top corner that contains information
about the described subject on a Wikipedia page in a
summarized format highlighting important facts and
figures. An example of “President of the Republic of
India” infobox is as shown in figure 1, which is the
infobox corresponding to the Wikipedia article “President
of India”. It enlists attributes like style, residence,
appointer, term length, etc. Infoboxes not only allow
readersto rapidly gather the most important information
about some aspects of thearticles in which they appear, but
also provide a source for many knowledge bases derived
from Wikipedia. The articles and infoboxes are manually
updated by editors and contributors.There are instances
wherein the information often becomesobsolete and
require updationsregularly and completely. Some articles
and infoboxes may require updation frequently, some
require updation periodically, and others may not require
updation at all. Some instance values may change
completely and some have minor changes. Taking into
consideration all the observations, it is essential to have
automated system that can ensure the availability of latest
and correct information. In this paper we propose a novel
method for prediction of attributes that are most likely to
be updated. This is used to build a automated update alert
system for alerting Wikipedia editors that some attributes
that might need update soon.
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dataset.html
). It contains Wikipedia’s full edit
history updated to March 23,2012.
The dataset contains a total of 510,102,778 individual
infobox attributes updates (IAU), that correspond to
2,040,181 articles. A sample record from the dataset is as
shown in Figure.2. Each record contains the title of
infobox, timestamp, contributor_ip, key, old value, new
value (if there is an update), infobox name, id and
comment. Timestampis a sequence of characters or
encoded information identifying when a certain edit or
update occurred. The contributor_ip is a unique entity for
identifying the contributor or editor of that article. Key
denotes the attribute name. For instance, the above
screenshot shows article titled “India”, with its timestamp
“1332431387”. The unique contributor_ip for the editor of
this infobox is “Dwaipayanc”. The key for this article is
‘time_zone_dst’.The infobox name is “Infobox country”.
The id for this infobox is 483380381.
{"title":"India",
"timestamp":1332431387,
"contributor_ip":"Dwaipayanc",
"key":"time_zone_dst",
"oldvalue":"not observed",
"infobox_name":"Infobox country",
"id":483380381,
"comment":"Revert to revision 483379135 dated 2012-0322
15:40:36
by
Dwaipayanc
using
[[:en:Wikipedia:Tools/Navigation_popups|popups]]"}
Fig.2: Sample Record in Wikipedia edit history dataset
B. Proposed Methodology
In this paper we have proposed a novel system that can
perform following tasks on the infobox:
 Finding the most edited infobox
 Update alert to Wikipedia editors based on time series
modeling
 Finding vandalism from the edit history dataset.
Each of these tasks are discussed next.
a) Finding most-edited infobox

Fig. 1: Sample Infobox
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Wikipedia Infobox edit history dataset
For our research we have used Wikipedia edit history
dataset
(Can
be
accessed
from:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/course/irds/ miniproject-

The edit history of infobox contains edits made to an
attribute in the form tuple <title,key,oldvalue,newvalue>.
Most edited infobox is the one whose attributes have
been changed most number of times. Our implementation
iterates through every infobox and counts the edits made
to it. It associates with every infobox name a count that
denotes the number of edits made. Article title can also be
used instead of infobox name. We have designed MapReduce process to find the most edited infobox. Our
proposed system uses a cascade of two Map-Reduce
processes. <key,value> pair obtained as output of the first
Map-Reduce phase is given as input to the second Map-
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Reduce phase. In the second Map-Reduce phase, the
mapper interchanges key and value. Sorting is performed
by the reducer and only the highest value along with the
article name is given as output. The first mapper accepts
<infobox name, KEY> (infobox name is the key, whereas
KEY is the value in the <key,value> pair). KEY denotes
the attribute name as discussed in section III. The mapper
produces as output a pair < infobox name, 1>
corresponding to each input. The first reducer then counts
the total number of attributes that were changed for an
infobox. The output of Reducer is by default sorted in
ascending order according to key (infobox name in our
case). But we need to sort the value that indicates the total
number of edits. So, we use another map-reduce. We have
restricted the number of reducers in second map-reduce as
one. Figure 3 shows an example dry run of Map-Reduce
process.

Fig.3: Example Map-Reduce process to find most edited
infobox
b)

Update Alert to Wikipedia editors based on time
series modeling

The infoboxes of Wikipedia may require updates. Some
may be updated very frequently and some after a long
time. We intend to analyse the edit history dataset to find
the time span after which the infobox is needed to be

updated. For example, the president of India changes in
every 5 years. Hence, the system must be capable of
alerting the editors for update of President of India as the
President changes after 5 years. So, we analyse the edit
history dataset to find the update time for infoboxes. This
is done using time series modeling. Consider for example
there is an infobox ‘A’, which was updated on 12/12/92
then on 30/12/97 then on 29/12/2002 and so on. Time
series modeling is used to find the difference between the
dates of update. For infobox ‘A’ we can conclude that the
update has to done in approximately 5 years. It is a two
step process:
Step 1: To find the interval between consecutive updates
Step 2: Providing update Alert.
Next we discuss both the steps.
Step 1: To find the interval between consecutive updates
To find the interval between consecutive updates
we need to covert the timestamp to date format. The input
file has timestamp information. The dataset contains
timestamps for various infoboxes in Unix style time
format. These timestamps mark the time when the infobox
was last edited. These timestamps need to be converted to
date for further analysis. The java code snippet for
conversion of timestamp to date is as follows:
Timestamp ts=new Timestamp (1317317616);
Date date=new Date(ts.getTime());
System.out.println(date);
The Timestamp class constructor takes the timestamp as
an argument which is then converted into date format by
the Date class Constructor.
Constructor of Date class: Date(long l).
For the input timestamp is 1317317616 the output date
will be Fri Jan 16 11:25:17 IST 1970.
After finding the date for each update, we find the
difference between consecutive updates to judge the
approximate interval of updating of infobox or its
attributes.
Step 2: Providing update/edit Alert
The editors of the infobox must be given an alert regarding
the upcoming update before the interval. Say, if the
interval of update is 5 years for an infobox ‘A’. Then we
find all the editors ‘E’ of infobox ‘A’ from the dataset. All
these editors (E) are sent the alert message regarding the
upcoming update in infobox ‘A’. These alert messages can
be sent before one month if the update interval is more or
can be less depending on the update interval. The updates
to the infoboxes are done by editors. Rather than sending
alert to only the past editors of a particular infobox, we
also try to find other editors who might be interested (or
having knowledge of) in updating/ editing a particular
infobox. To find the other editors to whom also the alert
must be sent, we use the concept of bipartite graph.
Bipartite graph is used to find the editors who have similar
interests.
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c) Bipartite graph and update alert
A bipartite graph, also called a bi-graph, is a set of graph
vertices decomposed into two disjoint sets such that no
two graph vertices within the same set are adjacent [9].
We have used bipartite graph because it allows us to
visualize the mapping of infoboxes with their editors to
find similar users (editors) based on infobox which they
have edited and suggest similar users/editors for updation
of infoboxes of their topics of interests.
Consider for example,
 infobox A has editors a,b and c
 infobox B has editors b and d
 infobox C has editors e
Applying the concept of user-user based collaborative
filtering [10] we find that all the users that edit the same
infobox are similar users. So all the users who have edited
infobox A will be similar {a,b,c}=S1. All the users who
have edited infobox B will be similar {b,d}=S2 and for
infobox c similar users will be {e}=S3. User a, b, c are
similar according to S1. Also, users b and d are similar
according to S2. So, we get the following similar users:
 S1={a,b,c,d} and S2={e}
Now, if we have to provide alert to editors of infobox A
then we will send alert to a,b,c since they are past editors.
The alert will also be sent to user d, as it is the similar user
contained in the set S1.
Consider another example as shown in figure 4. The figure
shows infobox name on LHS and users (editors) of the
infobox. There is an arrow from infobox to user if the
infobox is edited by the user in past. In the example, for
infobox 1 the editors are user1 and user3. But users related
to user1 and user3 include user 9; since, user 1 is similar
to user 9 as they have edited infobox 4. So alert will be
sent to user 1, user 3 and user 9.

d) Finding vandalism from edit history dataset.
The updates done in the infobox may be incorrect. These
updates may then be corrected. In this phase, we find the
vandalism in the updates. To find the vandalism we check
if the update was done and then redone very frequently,
generally before the update time.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system is implemented using Big data technique of
Map-Reduce in Apace Hadoop environment. Hadoop is
installed in Pseudo-distributed mode. The edit history
dataset is then loaded into Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS).
A. Finding the most edited infobox
The Mapper finds the infobox nameand writes the it along
with
1
using
the method
context.write(new
Text(e[1]),one). Then the reducer sums up the counts for
each infobox name (it is considered as key) using the logic
given below in the reducer 1
int count = 0;
for (IntWritable value:values)
{
count += value.get();
}
context.write(key, new IntWritable(count));
}
Then output of reducer 1 is given to Mapper 2 for further
computation as discussed in Section IV.

User 1
Infobox 1

User 2
User 3

Infobox2
User 4
User 5
Infobox3
User 6
User 7
Infobox4
User 8
User 9

Fig.4: Example of mapping between infoboxes with
their editors/users in form of Bipartite graph

Fig. 5: Portion of bipartite graph
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B. Bipartite Graph
To find the similar users, the mapper extracts the
infobox_name and contributor_ip fields from the input
edit history dataset. The mapper method takes the input
Text (value) as string (line).The variables s and s2 are
used to find the values of infobox name and the
contributors_ip (user or editor). The input Text is split on
the “,” character which is then checked for s and s2. After
finding s or s2 the word is split again on the “:” character.
When s is found the mapper writes the output in the
format <infobox name,user>. The Iterable<Text> values is
used to traverse the object produced by the mapper
function which then sorts these objects into <infobox
name,user1,user2,…,userN>. These users are similar
users.As the Iterable<Text> is traversed a string variable
duplicate is used to discard duplicate users. The reducer
then writes the output as <key,user1,user2,…,userN>
where key is the infobox name. A snippet of code is as
below:
String users = "",duplicate = "";
for(Text value:values) {
if(!duplicate.equals(value.toString())) {
users += value + ",";
duplicate =

value.toString();
}
}
context.write(key, new Text(users + “\n”));
From the file obtained by the Reducer class we created a
visual representation of bipartite graph which maps the
infobox name with the similar users of that infobox. The
visual representation is created with help of “python’s
matplotlib” library. A small portion of Bipartite graph is as
shown in figure 5. Output on a subset of dataset is shown
in figure 6.

Fig. 6: Infobox and the users (similar users)
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B. Finding vandalism from edit history dataset
The result of vandalic edits done by registered users and
from unregistered users (represented by IP address) is as
shown in figure 7.

A knowledge base is a collection of facts and reasoning
mechanisms. Many natural language systems rely on
knowledge bases for various tasks such as selection of
solution and finding inferences. Knowledge-based
selection is to resolve ambiguity problem in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) system, where the
systemmust choose between two or more possible
solutions. However, there may be situations where there
are zero choices to select from or there exist a gap inthe
input. In such situations, knowledge-based inference is
applied to infer missing information [1]. A knowledge
base for real-world language processing applications
should consist of a largebase of facts and reasoning
mechanisms that combine them to induce novel and
morecomplex information. Knowledge bases can be
generated using the information proving websites over
the internet by use of web crawlers. In [2], knowledge
base is build using Wikipedia’s existing network of
categories. Rather than extraction of data from
unstructured data, it is easy to extract only important
information from the structured data provided by these
websites. Infobox is one such structured table provided
by Wikipedia.

Fig.7: Graph showing comparative study between vandalic
edits and genuine edits

 Generation of ontologies.
An ontology provides an explicit specification of real
world concepts composed of classes, subclasses and
instances and the relationship between them through
properties and values. Concept in ontology represent any
sort of object or entity. A relationship in an ontology
represents a way in which two concepts can be connected
to each other. The connection may representsome
allegiance [3]. Ontologies are useful in various NLP tasks
such as data summarization and relation extraction. The
resolution of infoboxes into elements has given rise to
new ontology like DBPedia and Freebase. Ontologydriven generation of wiki content and interfaces in
presented in [4]. They represent and refactor information
in correct, systematic and homogenous format
maintaining the base integrity of articles.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The most edited infobox was found successfully. Further,
analysis can be carried out on individual infoboxes and
knowledge bases can be developed using infobox
information. Update alert system was developed to alert
the Wikipedia editors for upcoming alerts based on time
series modeling. Concept of user-based collaborative
filtering was used to find similar editors and provide alert
to editors as well as to the similar editors. It was found
that the history dataset contains vandalic updates due to
which the update frequency of some infoboxes could not
be found. To solve this issue an automated system can be
developed based on Natural language processing (NLP)
which can fetch the latest news and tweets and correlate
them to the infobox to alert the editors about recent
happening related to the infobox and suggest updation. For
many of the articles there can be rapid change in the
information, leading to development of automatic methods
to update Wikipedia’s content to ensure that it contains the
latest information. This real time system can assist in
proving the latest values to the attributes of the infobox.
Moreover, vandalic edits can also be captured if NLP
based system is designed.
A.
Recommendations
In this section we present various research scope in
analysis of infobox, analysis and need of structured data.


Generation of knowledge bases by extraction of
information from Wikipedia infobox

 Machine learning Applications
These infoboxes have also been successful in paving their
way in the domain of machine learning. The information
obtained from infoboxes are used for training a
supervised machine learning algorithm.


Helping in developing question-answer system
(bots for auto Q-A)
Question Answering (QA) is an area of natural language
processing aimed at providing humanusers with an
automated system for answering their queries. In a more
elaborate manner, question answering is the task of
asking questions in natural language by the user and
automated answering by the system by finding and
scanning the relevant articles. Such systems use the
concept of information retrieval. A list of indexed web
page is returned by the process of information retrieval.
There is a need to develop accurate systems for
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automated question answering as there are a lot of
structured knowledge-bases and the continuous demand
to access information rapidly and efficiently. In [5], a
Dbpedia based factoid question-answering system is
presented. An open-domain QA system using a
Wikipedia-based knowledge model is proposed in [6].
They used the combination of article content with varied
other answer matching modules based on different types
of semi-structured knowledge such as infoboxes, article
structure, category structure,and definitions.
 Vandalism
Vandalism is the act of editing any information in a
malicious manner that is intentionally disruptive. It may
include addition, removal, or modification of the text or
other material that is either nonsensical, hoax, or that is an
offensive, or otherwise incorrect in any manner [7]. This
leads to incorrect information and is undesirable. Every
editable article on Wikipedia has an associated page edit
history. The use of edit history as data source comes with
the challenge of dealing with the cost of processing such a
vast edit history as well as dealing with errors which
reduce data quality and reliability. Some of these errors
are a repercussion of vandalism. Authors in [8], propose to
the technique for historical structured data extraction and
vandalism
detectionfrom
the
Wikipedia
edit
history.Vandalbots and computer programs can be
designed to detect and revert vandalism. ClueBot and
VoABot II are some of the efforts in the direction.
Machine learning techniques can also be used to build
automated systems capable of distinguishing between
legitimate edits and vandalic edits [7].


Handling large amount of infobox data



Analysis of infoboxes
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